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AN ANALOGUE OF A THEOREM DUE TO LEVIN AND
VASCONCELOS
JAVAD ASADOLLAHI, TONY J. PUTHENPURAKAL
Abstract. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring. Consider the notion of
homological dimension of a module, denoted H-dim, for H= Reg, CI, CI∗,
G, G∗ or CM. We prove that, if for a finite R-module M of positive depth,
H-dimR(m
iM) is finite for some i ≥ reg(M), then the ring R has property H.
introduction
One of the most influential results in commutative algebra is result of Auslander,
Buchsbaum and Serre: A local ring (R,m) is regular if and only if projdimR R/m
is finite. This result is considerably strengthened by Levin and Vasconcelos. Their
result can be read as follows,
Theorem (Levin-Vasconcelos [6]). Let (R,m) be a commutative Noetherian local
ring. If there exists a finite module M such that projdimR m
iM is finite, for some
i ≥ 1, then R is regular.
Note that projdimR 0 is defined to be −∞. This in particular implies that if
dimR > 0 then R is regular if and only if projdimR(R/m
i) is finite for some i ≥ 1.
On the other hand a variety of refinements of projective dimension are defined,
namely G-dimension [1], CI-dimension [3], CI∗-dimension [4], G
∗-dimension [11] and
CM-dimension [4]. For the sake of uniformity of notation sometimes we write Reg-
dimension for projective dimension. We say that R has property H with H=Reg
(respectively, CI, CI∗, G
∗, G or CM) if it is regular (respectively, complete intersec-
tion, complete intersection, Gorenstein, Gorenstein or Cohen-Macaulay). All the
above homological dimensions generalise Auslander, Buchsbaum and Serre’s result
namely, the ring R has property H if and only if H-dimRR/m is finite.
So a natural question arises, whether it is possible to generalize Levin and Vas-
concelos result to the above mentioned generalizations of projective dimension. We
prove the result when depthM > 0 and n≫ 0. To state the result we need an in-
variant ρ(M), see 1.6. In [7] it is proved that ρ(M) ≤ reg(M). Our main Theorem
can be stated as follows.
Theorem 1. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring with residue field k and let M
be a finite R-module of positive depth. Let H equal to Reg (respectively, CI,CI∗,
G∗,G, or CM). If H-dimR(m
nM) < ∞ for some n ≥ ρ(M), then R has property
H.
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As a corollary we get that if depthR > 0 and H-dimR R/m
n is finite for some
n ≥ reg(R), then R has property H (see Corollary 4.3).
Recently Goto and Hayasaka [5] have proved that if G-dimension of an integrally
closed m-primary ideal I is finite then R is Gorenstein. In [8] Iyengar and the
second author used techniques used in the study of Hilbert functions to study some
homological properties of M/mnM for n ≫ 0. In this paper we combine some of
the techniques used in these papers.
Here is an overview of the contents of the paper. In section 1 we introduce
notation and discuss a few preliminary facts that we need. In Section two we define
the notion of m-full submodules, which is a natural generalization of m-full ideal,
defined by D. Rees (unpublished). See J. Watanabe’s papers [12] and [13] for some
properties of m-full ideals. In Section 3 we state the properties of H-dim that we
need and prove a few that has not been explicitly proved before. In Section 4 we
prove the Theorem 1 and a few corollaries.
1. Preliminaries
All rings are commutative Noetherian and all modules are finite. In this section
we will give some auxiliary results that we need for the proof of Theorem 1. Let
(R,m) be a local ring with residue field k and let M be a finite R-module. Let
G(R) =
⊕
n≥0 m
n/mn+1 be the associated graded ring of R with respect to m
and let G(M) =
⊕
n≥0 m
nM/mn+1M be the associated graded module of M with
respect to m. Set M =
⊕
n≥1 m
n/mn+1 the maximal irrelevant ideal of G(R).
1.1. Superficial elements: An element x ∈ m is said to be M -superficial if there
exists an integer c > 0 such that
(mnM : Mx) ∩m
cM = mn−1M for all n > c
When dimM > 0 it is easy to see that x is superficial if and only if x /∈ m2 and x∗
does not belong to any relevant associated prime of G(M). Therefore, superficial
elements always exist if the residue field k is infinite. If depthM > 0 and x is
M -superficial then (mnM : Mx) = m
n−1M for all n≫ 0 (see [10, p. 7] for M = R,
the general case is similar).
1.2. Regularity: For i ≥ 0 set Hi
M
(G(M)) to be the i’th local cohomology of
G(M) with respect to M. The modules Hi
M
(G(M)) are graded and Artininan.
Define
reg(M) = max{i+ j | HiM(G(M))j 6= 0}.
1.3. If the residue field of R is finite then we resort to the standard trick to replace
R by R′ = R[X ]S where S = R[X ] \ mR[X ]. The maximal ideal of R
′ is n = mR′.
The residue field of R′ is l = k(X), the field of rational functions over k. Set
M ′ =M⊗RR
′. One can easily show that ni = miR′ for all i ≥ 1, dimM = dimM ′,
depthM = depthM ′ and reg(M) = reg(M ′).
1.4. Ratliff-Rush Filtration For every n we consider the chain of submodules
of M
m
nM ⊆ mn+1M : Mm ⊆ m
n+2M : Mm
2 ⊆ · · · ⊆ mn+kM : Mm
k ⊆ · · ·
This chain stabilizes at a submodule which we denote by
m˜nM =
⋃
k≥1
m
n+kM : Mm
k.
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Clearly mm˜nM ⊆ m˜n+1M and m˜n+1M ⊆ m˜nM . So F = {m˜nM} is an m-filtration
of M . It is called the Ratliff-Rush filtration of M with respect to m.
1.5. If depthM > 0 then the following holds (see [9] for the case M = R, see [7]
where it is proved in general)
1. m˜nM = mnM for all n≫ 0.
2. depthG(M) > 0 if and only if m˜nM = mnM for all n ≥ 0.
3. If x is M -superficial then
(m˜n+1M : Mx) = m˜nM for all n ≥ 1.
1.6. In view of property 1. and 2. above it is convenient to define the following
invariant of M
ρ(M) = min{i | m˜nM = mnM for all n ≥ i}.
In [7, Theorem 5] it is proved that ρ(M) ≤ reg(M).
2. m-full submodules
In this section we generalize to modules the notion of m-full ideals. Throughout
this section R is local and M is a finite R-module.
Definition 2.1. A submodule N of M is called m-full if there exists x ∈ m such
that mN : Mx = N .
Proposition 2.2. Let (R,m) be local with infinite residue field and let M be an
R-module of positive depth. Then for all n the submodule m˜nM is m-full.
Proof. Since the residue field is infinite we can choose x ∈ m which is M -superficial
with respect to m. For all n we have
(
m˜n+1M : Mx
)
= m˜nM . So we have
m˜nM ⊆
(
mm˜nM : Mx
)
⊆
(
m˜n+1M : Mx
)
= m˜nM
So m˜nM is m-full. 
In the next proposition we collect the basic properties of m-full submodules.
Proposition 2.3. Let (R,m, k) be local , M an R-module and N an m-full sub-
module of M . Let x ∈ m be such that mN : Mx = N . We have the following:
(1) N : Mx = N : Mm.
(2) If p1, . . . , pl ∈ M is such that {p1, . . . , pl} is a basis of the k-vector space
(N : Mm) /N then xp1, . . . , xpl form part of a minimal basis of N .
(3) Let {xp1, . . . , xpl}
⋃
{z1, . . . , zm} generate N minimally.
Define φ : N → (N : Mm) /N as follows: For t =
∑l
i=1 aixpi +
∑m
j=1 bjzj,
set φ(t) =
∑l
i=1 aipi. The map φ is well defined and R-linear.
(4) The R-linear map ψ : (N : Mm) /N → N/xN defined by ψ(s+ N) = xs + xN
is a split injection.
(5) k is a direct summand of N/xN
Proof. (1) Clearly N : Mx ⊇ N : Mm. Note that
N : Mm = (mN : Mx) : Mm = (mN : Mm) : Mx ⊇ N : Mx.
So we get that N : Mx = N : Mm.
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(2) If
∑l
i=1 aixpi ∈ mN then
∑l
i=1 aipi ∈ (mN : Mx) = N . Since {p1, . . . , pl} is
a k-basis of (N : Mm) /N we get that ai ∈ m for all i.
(3) First note that if t =
∑l
i=1 aixpi +
∑m
j=1 bjzj, set u =
∑l
i=1 aipi. Since
xu =
∑l
i=1 ai(xpi) ∈ N we have that u ∈ N : Mx = N : Mm. Also note that if
t =
∑l
i=1 aixpi +
∑m
j=1 bjzj =
∑l
i=1 a
′
ixpi +
∑m
j=1 b
′
jzj then ai − a
′
i ∈ m for all i
and so
∑l
i=1
(
ai − a′i
)
pi ∈ N , since pi ∈ (N : Mm) for all i = 1, . . . , l. So it follows
that φ is well defined. Clearly φ is R-linear.
(4) Set W = (N : Mm) /N . Clearly ψ is R-linear. Furthermore by (2) we have
that ψ is injective. Note that the map φ : N →W defined in (3) maps xN to 0 and
so defines a map φ : N/xN →W . Furthermore φψ = idW . So ψ is split.
(5) Since (N : Mm) /N is a k-vector space, the assertion follows from (4). 
3. some properties of H-dim
Let (R,m) be a local ring and let M be a R-module. For all unexpalined termi-
nology see the survey paper [2].
Remark 3.1. It suffices to prove Theorem 1 when H is equal to Reg (respectively,
CI∗, G, or CM) since homological dimensions satisfy the inequalities
CM-dimRM ≤ G-dimRM ≤ CI*-dimRM ≤ CI-dimRM ≤ projdimRM
G-dimRM ≤ G
*-dimRM ≤ CI-dimRM
Note that if any one of these dimensions is finite, then it is equal to those on its
left (cf. [2, Theorem 8.8]).
We collect in Theorem 3.2 the properties of H-dimR when H is equal to Reg
(respectively, CI∗, G, or CM) that are used in our proof of Theorem 1.
Theorem 3.2. Let (R,m) be a local ring and let M be an R-module. For H equal
to Reg (respectively, CI∗, G, or CM) the homological dimension H-dimRM has the
following properties:
1. If x is M -regular and if H-dimRM <∞ then H-dimRM/xM <∞.
2. Let 0 → N → F → M → 0 is an exact sequence with F a free R-module. If
H-dimRM <∞ then H-dimRN <∞.
3. If N is a direct summand of M and if H-dimRM <∞ then H-dimRN <∞.
4. Set R′ = R[X ]mR[X] and M
′ = M ⊗ R′. If H-dimRM < ∞ then H-dimRM
′ <
∞.
Proof. We first state the results which were known before (See [2, 8.7]). Properties
1 and 2 are known for each of the homological dimensions Reg, CI∗, G, and CM.
Property 3 was known for H = Reg and H = G. Finally property 4 was known for
H equal to Reg, G and CI∗. Proposition 3.3 proves property 3 in the case H = CI∗
and CM. Proposition 3.4 proves property 4 in the case H = CM. 
Proposition 3.3. Let M be an R-module and let N be a direct summand of M .
Then for H equal to Reg (respectively, CI∗, G, or CM) we have H-dimRN ≤
H-dimRM.
Proof. This result is known for H= Reg, G. Consider the case H=CM. We may
assume that CM-dimRM is finite for otherwise there is nothing to prove. Let
R→ R′ ← Q be the corresponding G-deformation. So G-dimQM ⊗R R
′ <∞ and
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CM-dimRM = G-dimQM ⊗RR
′−G-dimQR
′. Since N ⊗RR
′ is a direct summand
of M ⊗R R
′ we have that G-dimQN ⊗R R
′ ≤ G-dimQM ⊗R R
′. In particular
CM-dimRN is finite. Therefore CM-dimRN = G-dimQN ⊗R R
′ −G-dimQR
′, So
we also get CM-dimRN ≤ CM-dimRM .
Now suppose H=CI∗ and assume that CI*-dimM is finite. Note that for a finite
R-module L we have
CI*-dimR L <∞ if and only if G-dimR(L) <∞ and cxR L <∞.
So G-dimR(M) <∞ and cxRM <∞. Since N is a direct summand of M we get
that G-dimR(N) < ∞ and cxRN < ∞. Therefore CI*-dimN is finite and it is
easy to see that CI*-dimN ≤ CI*-dimM . 
Proposition 3.4. Let (R,m) be a local ring and M be a finitely generated R-
module. Set R′ = R[X ]mR[X] and M
′ = M ⊗ R′. we have CM-dimRM =
CM-dimR′ M
′.
To prove this Proposition we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let (R,m) and (S, n) be local rings and let φ : R → S be a flat local
homomorphism. Set R′ = R[X ]mR[X] and S
′ = S[X ]nR[X]. Then the naturally
induced φ′ : R′ → S′ is a flat local homomorphism.
Proof. Clearly φ′ is a local homomorphism. So it suffices to show φ′ is flat. Note
that φ induces a ring homomorphism f : R[X ]→ S[X ]. Since S is a flat R-module
we have that S[X ] = S ⊗R R[X ] is a flat R[X ]-module. So S[X ]mR[X] is a flat
R′ = R[X ]mR[X] module. Since S
′ is a further localisation of S[X ]mR[X] we get
that S′ is a flat R′-algebra. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. Note that R′ is a faithfully flat extension of R. By [2, 8.7(6)]
we have that CM-dimRM ≤ CM-dimR′ M
′ with equality if CM-dimR′ M
′ is finite.
If CM-dimRM is infinite, then clearly CM-dimR′ M
′ = ∞ and the result follows.
So suppose CM-dimRM is finite. To show the equality in this case it is enough
to show that CM-dimR′ M
′ is finite. To this end we use definition 3.2 of [4], for
CM-dimension. By this definition, if CM-dimRM is finite, there exists a local flat
extension R→ S and a suitable S-moduleK, such that GK -dimS(M⊗RS) is finite.
Since K is suitable, we have HomS(K,K) ∼= S and Ext
i
S(K,K) = 0, for all i > 0.
Consider the faithfully flat extension S → S′ = S[X ]T where T = S[X ] \ nS[X ]
andX is an indeterminate over S. Since S′ is a flat S-module, we have, HomS′(K⊗S
S′,K ⊗S S
′) ∼= S′ and ExtiS′(K ⊗S S
′,K ⊗S S
′) = 0 for all i > 0. So K ′ = K ⊗S S
′
is a suitable S′-module. Moreover using similar isomorphism, we can deduce that
if GK-dimSP = 0 then GK′-dimS′P ⊗S S
′ = 0. So GK′-dimS′M ⊗R S
′ <∞. This
in conjunction with the fact that S′ is a local flat extension of R′ (See Lemma 3.5)
implies that CM-dimR′(M ⊗R R
′) is finite. 
4. Generalized Levin-Vasconcelos Theorem
We prove the following:
Theorem 4.1. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring with residue field k and let
M be a finite R-module of positive depth. If H-dimR(m˜nM) <∞ for some n, then
R has property H.
An easy corollary of this theorem is Theorem 1.
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Proof of Theorem 1. The result follows since for n ≥ ρ(M) we have that m˜nM =
m
nM . 
Theorem 4.1 also has the following corollary:
Corollary 4.2. Let (R,m) be a Noetherian local ring with residue field k and let
M be a finite R-module such that depthG(M) > 0. If H-dim(mnM) <∞ for some
n, then R has property H.
Proof. Note that depthG(M) > 0 implies depthM > 0. Furthermore in this case
m˜nM = mnM for all n. Therefore the result follows from Theorem 4.1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. As stated in Remark 3.1 for the proof of theorem it is only
enough to consider the cases H= Reg, CI∗, G, CM. This we do.
Using the standard trick, in view of Theorem 3.2.4 we may assume that the
residue field R/m is infinite. So there exist x ∈ m which is a M -superficial element.
Set N = m˜nM . As it is shown in Proposition 2.2 the submodule N is m-full and
in particular mN : Mx = N . Note that x is also N -regular. By Theorem 3.2.1 we
have that H-dimR(N/xN) is finite. By Proposition 2.3(5) we have that k is a direct
summand of N/xN . So by Theorem 3.2.3 we get that H-dim k is finite. So R has
property H . 
Using Theorem 1 and Theorem 3.2.2 we have the following corollary.
Corollary 4.3. Let (R,m) be a local ring with depthR > 0. Let H equal to Reg
(respectively, CI,CI∗, G
∗,G, or CM). If H-dimR(R/m
n) < ∞ for some n ≥ ρ(R),
then R has property H.
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